
 

 

ProTed™ Rotary Tedders 

New Ways to Dry Hay the Professional Way 

 

Gentle Fluffing Action - A ProTed rotary tedder helps you make high-quality hay even in 

difficult weather conditions. Tedding “fluffs” your crop and distributes it evenly to expose damp 

hay to sunlight and air, which carries the moisture away. This speeds drying time so you can 

bale before bad weather hits. If showers hit unexpectedly, use your ProTed tedder to spread 

damp hay for quick drying. The tines used on the ProTed tedders offer stability, flexibility, and 

longevity. They are also adjustable to provide optimum spreading and fluffing. 

 

Heavy Duty Reliability - All three ProTed models feature our new, heavy-duty, boxed-frame 

design and the ProTed™ modular rotor-gearbox. Unlike lesser designs, ProTed rotor gearboxes 

do not serve as part of the frame. They are bolted to the strong, fully welded main fame. The 

gearboxes feature reliable crown-and-pinion drives. The ProTed 3114 requires periodic 

greasing, but permanent oil bath lubrication on the two larger models simplifies daily 

maintenance. Large drive shafts and double universal joints transmit power through the frame 

allowing each rotor to track your field contours with precision. The hexagonal drive shaft profile 

eliminates keys and keyways which can weaken the shaft or fail under heavy crop loads. 

 

Adjustable Rotor Angle - Because not all crop conditions are the same, ProTed™ 3625 and 

ProTed™ 3836 feature adjustable wheel columns to provide three rotor angle adjustments, 

improving control and helping produce impeccable tedding quality. 

 

Border Tedding - The ProTed 3625 and ProTed 3836 feature hydraulically activated border 

tedding systems which angle models to prevent unintentionally spreading material onto adjacent 

fences or fields, so you keep more of your valuable crop. 

 

Safe, Secure, and Easy Transporting - When it’s time for haying season, farmers won’t want 

to be slowed down by taking the time to manually fold the tedder. The ProTed rotary tedders 

fold hydraulically for trouble free transition between work and transport. The compact transport 

dimensions of all three models provide for safe and secure transporting and easier maneuvering 

compared to rear folding models. 

 

Models:  

- 3417 

- 3625 

- 3836 


